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The Rise of Hyper-Political Media

The 2016 election left behind an influx of partisan publishers. 

With sensationalist headlines and occasional “fake news”, these media sites have dominated 
many users’ feeds across the social web. 

Using NewsWhip Analytics, we will take a look at some trends involving these publishers 
and how the social media landscape has changed for media and brands alike. 
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Trump Vs. Hillary In 2016

First, a bigger picture.

Throughout NewsWhip’s reporting of the political season, Trump was always steadily 
ahead in social engagements, with 150m engagements on Trump content versus 50m 
on Clinton content by March 2016.

Filter bubbles from social media algorithms and a disregard for the new news sources 
may have prevented establishment media from noticing.
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Conservative Vs. Liberal News

NewsWhip categorizes partisan sites as “liberal” or “conservative” based on the type of 
content they publish.

This is what engagement has looked like for these categories over the past three months, 
January through March. 

While there was a huge jump around the inauguration, the engagements for conservative 
news publishers has dropped and is beginning to level out. They’re still seeing in the range 
of 20 million engagements across Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Pinterest every five days. 

Liberal publishers saw similar spikes, but not as substantial a drop in engagements. 

However, liberal publishers are only seeing half of the engagements of the conservative ones. 
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Partisan vs. Mainstream 

Breitbart and IJR were two of the biggest publishers on the web for Election Day content. 
Looking closer at the average Facebook engagements per publisher, IJR beat out traditional 
publishers by a huge margin.
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Inauguration Day Shows Staying Power

Biased news sources are staying strong. Breitbart and Occupy Democrats were two of 
the biggest Inauguration Day publishers, while several of the top stories came from 
partisan sources.
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Conservative vs. Liberal News

There’s proliferation on every platform. Yes, Facebook is leading, but there are massive 
engagements even on LinkedIn and Pinterest.

Liberal news has higher average per post, which is worth noting. There are around 3,655 
pieces of content a day from right-slanted publishers, 727 from left-slanted ones.

One thing to consider is NewsWhip has 87 publishers in our Left category, and 373 in 
the Right category. This is notable in itself, that there’s been such a big mass of these 
right-focused publishers. 

(data for January 2017 through March 2017) 
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Conservative vs. Liberal News: Facebook Activity

NewsWhip Analytics Data: Total engagements across Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and 
Pinterest for January through March 2017. Liberal and conservative publishers categorized 
by a third-party ranking system. 
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What we can see from the top conservative publishers vs. the top liberal publishers, 
there are two clear leaders in both categories: Breitbart and Occupy Democrats. 

Occupy Democrats is only 10 million engagements behind Breitbart for this three month 
period, 40 million to Breitbart’s 50 million engagements. Axios noted that when a new 
party takes power, there seems to be an influx of publishers from the opposite side, and 
we may be seeing that beginning with Occupy Democrats and others. 

However, the top ten conservative publishers are seeing bigger social engagements than 
the top ten liberal publishers. After Mother Jones, there is a serious drop in how many 
engagements the liberal publishers see. The bottom four of the liberal publishers only 
saw 3.4 million to 4.3 million engagements, while all of the conservative publishers in the 
top ten saw over 11.6 million in this three-month period. 

It’s also interesting to note here that some of the top performing liberal sites aren’t as 
extremely slanted. Slate and Upworthy both fall into our top ten, even though their bias 
is less evident.

For the conservative top ten, these are all publishers that have a prominent bias toward 
their preferred party. 

https://www.axios.com/the-partisan-explosion-of-digital-news-2279022772.html
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New Right Publishers

First, a bigger picture.

Throughout NewsWhip’s reporting of the political season, Trump was always steadily 
ahead in social engagements, with 150m engagements on Trump content versus 50m on 
Clinton content by March 2016.

Filter bubbles from social media algorithms and a disregard for the new news sources 
may have prevented establishment media from noticing.
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Right-Leaning Content

We can see conservative publishers growing in popularity throughout 2016, peaking 
around the election. 

After a brief dip in December, right leaning partisan publishers are back on the rise for 
social engagements.

Breitbart has regularly seen over 10 million engagements a month.

Even new alt-right publishers are picking up momentum post-election, like Blue Lives Matter.
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The Left is Booming Too

There are liberal publishers that are also driving big engagement numbers too, though 
most of their websites haven’t been as successful as Breitbart, and their rise has not 
brought as much controversy.

However, these publishers have seen tremendous upticks following the Inauguration.
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Left-Leaning Content

Here is a brief insight into the types of stories that win the largest amount of engagement 
on more left-leaning sites.

Most of these headlines are much more informational than sensational, though there 
certainly are a few of those. 

The majority of these are focused on humanitarian and social issues like the Native 
Americans at Standing Rock, Syrian refugees, women’s rights, and racism. 
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Mentions of Alt-Right from Other Media

Here are the engagements that mentions from other news outlets drove for a selection 
of alt-right publishers from January through March 2017. 

Breitbart drives significant mentions beyond alt-right publishers, likely due to Steve 
Bannon’s political role and editor Milo Yiannopoulos. 

This includes mentions by mainstream news sites and other politically-charged sites.
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Mentions By News Sites

Here are the mentions of Breitbart, IJR, 
Conservative Tribune, TruthFeed, and the 
Daily Caller across ten publishers for 
December 2016 through February 2017. 

These were the top engaging stories that 
mentioned alt-right publishers from other 
media sites from December 2016 through 
February 2017. Many stories had to do with 
individuals from Breitbart - either Steve 
Bannon or editor Milo Yiannopoulos. Some 
had to do with the business impact of 
Breitbart on brands and their advertising. 
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Partisan Pages on Facebook

Facebook pages are the key hub for distribution of partisan content. Native content can 
have very different viral potential than content posted to a publishers’ website. Native 
videos and photos are much easier to consume on Facebook. This in mind, we can see 
Occupy Democrats is actually beating out Breitbart for native content engagements.

Conservative vs. Liberal Pages

Breitbart vs. Occupy Democrats
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Conservative vs. Liberal News

Good news for publishers! Links were the most engaging content format for native content 
from partisan publishers. 

External links were also the most frequently posted for both left and right Facebook pages, 
with 352,000 links posted over this three-month period. 

Another interesting note, we saw liberal pages drove more engagements per post, 
around 6,000 to 2,000 for conservative pages.
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There’s a high proportion of reactions to likes for these hyper-partisan pages. The most 
popular of these has been the Angry reaction. 

These publishers are highly adept at provoking their followers into selecting a strong 
emotion rather than just a like.

We can see the trajectory and 
the type of stories spurring these 
reactions. In some cases, the Angry 
reaction is more popular than 
both Likes and all other reactions. 
With this Occupy Democrats story, 
Anger is a useful metric and the 
intended response.

Data: Dec 16 through Feb 17
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Top Partisan Facebook Pages

What have the top Facebook Pages been, for conservative vs. liberal Pages? 

We shifted our focus to native Facebook content in our partisan categories from December 
2016 through February 2017. Public figures feature predominantly for both. Two of the 
right-slanted Pages are Trump fan pages. It’s interesting that Occupy Democrats is actually 
pushing more engagements than Donald Trump’s own Facebook Page during this time 
frame. Again, however, the top ten conservative Pages outpace the top ten liberal Pages. 

Two Pages — Occupy Democrats and the Other 98% — outperformed Breitbart during 
this time, which could be from the effect noted in Axios’s study.

Left Rigth

Data: Dec 16 through Feb 17
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Headlines Reflect the Times

Even the headlines that drive the most engagements on social media have shifted to 
reflect the political climate.

To compare headline trends, we looked at the top engaging articles for January 2015 and 
January 2017.

The most overwhelming comparison between 2015 and 2017 was how much politically-charged 
headlines are now the most engaging ones on social media, along with headlines pertaining 
to related issues like women’s rights, racism, and so on.
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Beyond just staying relevant on big current events that audiences care about, the headlines 
that are resonating the most on social media now seem to be reflecting their readers’ 
political stances and societal struggles. 
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Like we saw in our analysis of headlines in 2015 vs. 2017, politics has caused a disruption 
across publishers and topics, including Super Bowl 51. 

Donald J. Trump, Conservative Daily, and Occupy Democrats featured in the top 20 most 
engaging Facebook pages around the event.
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Fake News

The debate around “fake news” began before the election, and the term has been adopt-
ed by left and right.

There was an immediate spike from 500k to over 3.5 million engagements on content 
focused on the term following the election. 

The engagements have stayed mostly steady in the millions, showing that this distrust of 
news and content is in the mainstream.

Data: November 2016 to April 2017 
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These have been the top articles around Fake News across Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, 
and Pinterest, since the election in November 2016 through February 2017. 

The top engaging content has focused on how to identify fake news, what the sources 
are, and the ramifications of fake news. 
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What About the Brands?

During the presidential campaign, political mentions brought brands into the spotlight, 
whether or not the brands were intentionally involved. 
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Politics and Brands

How did the presidential campaign affect brands? 

All of these spikes were for content that included references to Trump, immigration, or 
other relevant political issues. 

Nordstrom saw the biggest spike compared to all of these other brands.
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If we look at candy brands Skittles and Tic Tacs’ mentions from March 2016 to January 
2017, both brands saw significant engagement spikes. 

Both of these spikes occurred around comments made by Trump and his campaign.

Skittles Tic Tac 
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Politics and Brands: Top content

These are the top headlines for those brands we just looked at. Again, headlines are 
seeing engagements across social platforms with very different audiences like Facebook 
& LinkedIn.

Facebook
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Some of the more partisan publishers feature again. And many of these reflect intentional 
measures from brands. 

LinkedIn
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Nordstrom

From February 6th to 13th, 2017, mentions of Nordstrom drove over 3.45 million 
engagements across Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Pinterest on English language 
content. 

Compare this with a weekly average of 31,000 engagements in January 2017. This most 
recent week is over a 11,000 percent increase to that average.
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Celebrities boosted the Nordstrom story on social, like comedian Chelsea Handler.
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The brand’s social media accounts become virtual meeting grounds for people to debate 
the ongoing controversy, even on posts that are completely unrelated. 
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So What?

• Hyper-partisan publishers have significant staying 
power on social. 

• The political climate has permeated into the  
mainstream’s most engaging content, and other 
industries’ content. 

• Even brands have to be ready for political  
mentions, intentional or otherwise.   

Questions? Get in touch!

contact@newswhip.com 
www.newswhip.com 

@gabrieleboland


